Does pain necessarily have an affective component?
Negative evidence from blink reflex experiments
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BACKGROUND: Experimental pain research has shown that the affective component of pain is influenced strongly by situational characteristics; affective pain processing appears to be particularly pronounced in situations that provoke a feeling of uncertainty and uncontrollability.

OBJECTIVES: To determine whether the affective component of pain can be completely abolished if a 'safe', particularly predictable stimulation paradigm is applied.

METHOD: Forty healthy volunteers recruited at the University of Bamberg (Bamberg, Germany) were assessed in two experiments. Tonic contact heat stimuli staged in three intensities (warmth, heat and pain) relative to the individual pain threshold was applied; these were predictable with regard to intensity and course, and the subjects had easy access to control. The startle reflex was assessed as an objective measure of affective response. In addition, the subjects provided unpleasantness ratings. To compare these results to a gold standard for affective response, affective pictures taken from the International Affective Picture System were presented during temperature stimulation in the second experiment.

RESULTS: Both experiments showed no potentiation of the startle reflex under painful heat stimulation compared with the two nonpainful stimulus intensities (heat and warmth), although the painful stimulation was clearly rated as more unpleasant.

CONCLUSIONS: Results suggest that it is possible to develop a 'safe' noxious stimulus, which is rated as clearly unpleasant, but lacks physiological indication of negative affect. This divergence might be explained by subjective ratings being influenced by the instructions. The possibility of reducing the pain affect by suggesting 'safety' may be of therapeutic interest.
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It is widely known that the experience of pain can be described using two separate dimensions: one relating mainly to the sensory-discriminative aspects, and the other relating to the affective-motivational characteristics of pain perception. There is conclusive evidence that these two dimensions, sensory and affective-motivational, can dissociate, and that the affective-motivational component is strongly modulated by context and cognitive appraisal of pain.

This affective-motivational dimension can be determined at two stages of processing. The first stage comprises the immediate affective response to a noxious stimulus (commonly named 'pain unpleasantness'), while the second stage is reached when pain is of longer duration and associated with more complex emotional reactions such as frustration, depression and anger (1). Thus, the first stage of affective pain processing is believed to be passed while experiencing acute pain, whereas the second stage becomes only relevant in chronic pain. Accordingly, experimental noxious stimulation in healthy individuals – as used in the present study – allows only the study of first-stage responses.

In pain research, the sensory component is commonly represented by ratings of pain intensity, while the affective component is represented by ratings of pain unpleasantness. With regard to experimentally induced pain, individuals tend to give lower ratings for pain unpleasantness than for pain intensity, a phenomenon that is reversed in clinical pain settings (2,3). This is probably because experimental pain is of known origin, and is much more predictable and controllable than clinical pain. However, even in response to experimental pain, subjects sometimes provide rather high unpleasantness ratings; in fact, there are several factors that are known to elicit higher degrees of unpleasantness in response to experimental pain. These variables apply to the physical characteristics of the stimulus itself as well as to the psychological manipulations of the experimental situation. Physical characteristics, which may be of relevance, are the intensity, localization and duration of stimuli. As one would expect, ratings of pain unpleasantness increase in parallel with stimulus intensity (4). However, localization and duration of noxious stimulation are also important: visceral pain is commonly experienced as more unpleasant than cutaneous pain (5,6), and tonic noxious stimulation has been found to elicit higher degrees of pain unpleasantness than phasic stimulation (7-9). Psychological variables that affect the perceived unpleasantness of experimental pain are mood induction, predictability and the design of experimental instructions. It has been found that experimentally induced mood changes (using pleasant and unpleasant odours or pictorial scenes) preferentially modulate pain unpleasantness and not pain intensity (10,11). Moreover, there is considerable...
Thermal stimulation was conducted on the subject’s thigh using a Peltier-based contact stimulation device (TSA-2001, Medoc, Israel) with a 30 mm × 30 mm contact thermode. The subject’s thigh was heated to 41°C, which was maintained for 390 s with feedback in the afternoon. Because the hour of testing can affect pain processing, an equal number of subjects were scheduled for investigations in the morning and in the afternoon. None of the subjects were taking any medications, and all were in good health. The subjects were informed of the experimental procedures and that they could withdraw from the experiment at any time. Subjects who participated in the experiment were reimbursed for their time.

Experiment 1: Methods

Subjects
Forty subjects (20 female, 20 male, mean ± SD age 24.6±6.1 years), mostly psychology students, were recruited via advertisements posted in the University of Bamberg (Bamberg, Germany) buildings. None suffered from severe acute or chronic illness, mental disorders or facial paralysis, and none had taken any drugs or consumed alcoholic beverages at least 12 h before testing. Because contact lenses are known to enhance blink frequency, persons wearing contact lenses were asked to instead wear their eye glasses during the experimental session. Fourteen women took oral contraceptives. For those who did not, the test sessions were equally distributed across the three different phases (menstrual, ovulatory and luteal phase) of the menstrual cycle. Before the test session, participants provided written informed consent. Some subjects were reimbursed for participation (n=11); the others received course credits (n=29). The experimental procedure was approved by the local ethics committee.

Procedure
Experimental sessions were conducted either in the morning or in the afternoon. Because the hour of testing can affect pain processing, an equal number of subjects were scheduled for investigations in the morning and in the afternoon. Startle blink amplitude was measured during tonic temperature stimulation using three different temperature intensities ('warmth', 'heat' and 'pain'). Each of these temperature conditions was conducted twice, once on the left thigh (initial three trials = first block) and once on the right thigh (final three trials = second block) (Figure 1). Subjects were seated upright in a comfortable chair and were not able to see the temperature readout displayed on a PC monitor. After a practice trial that was designed to familiarize the participant with temperature stimulation and rating procedure, the experimental trials were started.

Thermal stimulation: Thermal stimulation was conducted on the subject’s thigh using a Peltier-based contact stimulation device (TSA-2001, Medoc, Israel) with a 30 mm × 30 mm contact thermode. The thigh was used for thermal stimulation because this area provides enough space to be divided in three subsections (distal, central and proximal) so that thermode position could be changed after completion of each trial. This procedure is important to avoid local
sensitization. Because stimulus intensities were tailored to the pain threshold, threshold estimation always preceded tonic stimulation. Heat pain threshold was assessed using the method of adjustment. Subjects were asked to adjust the temperature starting from 35°C, using heating and cooling buttons, until they obtained a level that was barely painful. A constant press of the buttons resulted in the heating or cooling of the probe at a rate of 0.5°C/s. Following a familiarization trial, there were six trials and the average of the last five trials was used to constitute the threshold estimate. Pain threshold was measured first on the left thigh.

Tonic heat stimuli were administered according to protocol of the Tonic Heat Pain Model (9). Small heat pulses with an amplitude of 1.3°C were administered at a constant frequency of 30 pulses/min. Pulsatil heat has the advantage of maximizing the painfulness at lower levels of thermal stimulation. The perceptual correlate changes, however, very slowly and smoothly over minutes, if it changes at all, and is best described as constant thermal sensation, far from any rapid and surprising changes. For ‘pain’, the pulses (saw-tooth shape) were tailored to peak 1°C above the individual pain threshold and for ‘heat’ and ‘warmth’, the procedure was the same with the exception that the temperatures peaked 1°C and 3°C below the individual pain threshold. Thermal stimulation lasted 6.5 min in all three temperature conditions. The temperature increased from baseline with a rate of rise of 0.5°C/s to the preset temperatures and returned with the same rate.

To boost the impression of safety, subjects underwent a complete practice trial with a stimulation temperature at pain threshold level (so they knew the intensity and course of the painful stimulation beforehand) and were informed that they could ask for a reduction in stimulus intensity if it had become unbearable at any time during the stimulation trials (easy access to control).

Presentation of startle probes: To elicit the blink reflex, brief acoustic stimuli (white noise) were applied, 50 ms in duration, with an intensity of 105 db binaurally over headphones. Subjects wore headphones during the entire experimental session, over which they heard constant white noise of 68 db as masking background noise. During each trial of tonic thermal stimulation, 18 startle tones were delivered (Figure 1). Because every temperature condition was conducted twice, there were 2×18 probes per condition. They were timed in random intervals to be unpredictable. It was preset that there should be two to four tones per minute (Figure 1), the first tone of each minute should be presented after 3 s at earliest and after 15 s at the latest, and the interstimulus interval should be at least 12 s to avoid habituation. Furthermore, there should be no tone presentation during the rating period. For each trial, the presentation time of startle probes was identical.

Rating procedure: At intervals of 55 s (six times collectively in each trial), participants rated the average unpleasantness of temperature and startle tones of this interval on computerized numerical rating scales ranging from 0 (not unpleasant at all) to 10 (extremely unpleasant). Rating periods lasted for 10 s. Therefore, the complete cycle of assessing startling (55 s) and rating (10 s) took up to 65 s and was repeated six times.

Electromyographic recording and analysis: Startle blinks were measured by recording surface electromyography (EMG) activity on the orbicularis oculi muscle beneath the right eye. For that purpose, Ag/AgCl electrodes filled with electrode paste were used. Before application of the electrodes, the skin was cleaned with an alcoholic skin detergent to reduce electrode resistance. EMG raw signals were recorded using the device SIGMA P6pro/Type Database DB 36 including a 16 bit analogue-to-digital converter with a dynamic range from 0.5 μV to 2 mV. The recording bandwidth of the EMG signal was between 0.2 Hz and 300 Hz; input resistance was greater than 20 MΩh. The signal was sampled at 512 Hz. To enable event-related signal analysis, trigger signals were set to mark the onset of the startle tone.

After recording, the raw signal was analyzed offline using the Vision Analyzer program (Brain Products, Germany). First, the signal was divided into segments, each containing the EMG response to one startle probe. In each segment the raw signal was filtered using a 50 Hz notch filter, 20 Hz high-pass filter and 256 Hz low-pass filter, rectified and integrated. The signal was integrated over a time interval of 0 ms to 250 ms. Responses were labelled as invalid and discarded from further analyses if considerable fluctuations in the baseline EMG activity were detected, if the peak of activity did not occur in the predefined time window of 30 ms to 100 ms after stimulus onset, or if they did not match the typical shape of a startle response.

The critical variables were latency and amplitude of blink responses. Latency was defined as time from startle tone onset to the maximum value of voltage. Amplitude was defined as voltage difference between the averaged baseline and voltage peak within a time frame of 30 ms to 100 ms after startle tone onset. The mean values of latency and amplitude were calculated for each of the six trials and then entered into statistical analysis.

Because conditions were not scheduled in a balanced order and psychophysiological measures such as the blink reflex are known to habituate over time, the data were verified for time-related trends over each session. Small but significant correlations between the number of trials and startle blink amplitude were observed. Detrending of EMG data was performed using linear regression analyses, and nonstandardized residuals were used for further analyses.

Statistics:

Subjective unpleasantness ratings: To evaluate the effects of temperature conditions and of the tones on subjective unpleasantness ratings, ANOVAs with repeated measurements 3 (‘temperature condition’: ‘pain’, ‘heat’, ‘warmth’) × 2 (‘body side’: ‘right leg’, ‘left leg’) were conducted.

Startle response: To evaluate the effects on startle latency and amplitude, 3 (‘temperature condition’: ‘pain’, ‘heat’, ‘warmth’) × 2 (‘body side’: ‘right leg’, ‘left leg’) repeated measurement ANOVAs were conducted.

Adjusting degrees of freedom with Greenhouse-Geisser correction was necessary when sphericity could not be observed. In case of significant results, post hoc tests (paired samples t tests) were computed. For F-tests, partial eta squared (η²) is reported as an estimate of effect size. In the case of t tests, Cohen’s d is reported. SPSS version 11.5 (IBM Corporation, USA) was used for all calculations; significant effects were assumed at α=0.05.

RESULTS

Subjective unpleasantness ratings

Temperature ratings: With regard to temperature ratings, the ANOVA yielded a highly significant main effect of temperature condition (Table 1). In agreement with previous findings, subjects rated the ‘pain’ condition as quite unpleasant (mean ± SD 5.54±2.22), with lower ratings for ‘heat’ (3.59±1.98) followed by ‘warmth’ (2.74±1.69). Post hoc tests showed that temperature ratings for the ‘pain’ condition were significantly higher than those for the ‘heat’ (df=39=7.28, P<0.001, d=1.03) and ‘warmth’ (df=39=9.78, P<0.001, d=1.51) conditions as well as ratings for the ‘heat’ condition were significantly higher than those for the ‘warmth’ condition (df=39=3.20, P=0.003, d=0.48).

A significant main effect of body side and a significant interaction between both variables were also found (Table 1). However, because these were of no interest for the present study, there will be no further comment on these findings.

Tone unpleasantness ratings: The ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of temperature condition on tone ratings (Table 1). Startle tones were rated as significantly more unpleasant during the ‘heat’ (6.68±2.01) condition than during the ‘warmth’ (6.26±2.39) condition (df=39=2.14, P=0.038, d=0.18). There were, however, no significant differences between ‘pain’ (6.52±2.26) and ‘heat’ or ‘pain’ and ‘warmth’. None of the other effects reached significance (P>0.05).

Startle reflex

Startle reflex latency: The ANOVA yielded no significant effects
TABLE 1
Results of repeated measurement ANOVAs for the effects of temperature and body side on subjective ratings and startle reflex measures in experiment 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effects of independent variables on temperature ratings</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>n²</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>54.45</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body side</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature*body side</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effects of independent variables on tone ratings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effects of independent variables on tone ratings</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>n²</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body side</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature*body side</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.261</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effects of independent variables on startle reflex latency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effects of independent variables on startle reflex latency</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>n²</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>1.58,45.84</td>
<td>8.80</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body side</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature*body side</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance set at P<0.05

when startle reflex latency was used as dependent variable (all P>0.05). Thus, there were no significant main and interaction effects of ‘temperature’ or ‘body side’. Descriptive statistics of eye blink latency are shown in Table 2.

Startle reflex amplitude: For startle reflex amplitude, the ANOVA yielded a highly significant main effect for ‘temperature condition’ (Table 1). Descriptive data (Table 2 and Figure 2) and post hoc comparisons using paired sample t tests showed that startle reflex amplitude was significantly higher for ‘heat’ than ‘pain’ (t(37)=3.03; P=0.004, d=0.21) and significantly higher for ‘heat’ compared to ‘warmth’ (t(38)=3.55; P=0.001, d=0.25). The comparison between ‘pain’ and ‘warmth’ as well as other subtests of ANOVA failed the level of significance. Thus, a modulating effect of temperature stimulation on startle reflex amplitude was found. However, in contrast to expectation and in contrast to the subjective unpleasantness ratings, blink reflex amplitude was higher in the ‘heat’ than in the ‘pain’ condition (see “Subjective unpleasantness ratings” above).

Summary of important findings in experiment 1 and rationale for experiment 2

Experiment 1 investigated whether tonic heat pain is able to potentiate the startle reflex. Surprisingly, a potentiation of the startle reflex under nonpainful heat compared with painful heat was observed, which is not consistent with the assumption that only pain contains an affective component with negative valence and not sensations induced by lower stimulation intensities.

Because this pattern of results was unexpected and almost paradoxical, we thought it urgently necessary to replicate this result in an independent sample of individuals before far-reaching interpretations were entertained. For a solid base of interpretations, we also planned to compare the startle responses to our tonic thermal pain with a gold standard of affective responding, namely, to the startle responses to affective pictures. In addition, we were interested in potential interaction effects between pain and pictures. For these reasons, it was decided to conduct the second experiment, which is described in detail below.

EXPERIMENT 2: INTRODUCTION

Affective pictures are known as the classical modulator of the startle reflex; the modulatory effect of picture valence on startle blink amplitude (motivational priming effect) has been replicated in many laboratories (22-25). Because experiment 1 indicated that the startle reflex can also be modulated by thermal stimulation, we were interested in the effects of presenting affective pictures and thermal stimuli concurrently. This concurrent presentation might result in independent effects (indicated by two significant main effects without a significant interaction), or unique and interactive effects of thermal stimulation and affective pictures on the startle reflex (indicated by two significant main effects and a significant interaction) (Figure 3). Because several researchers found a modulation of pain perception by emotion (26-30) and there is also some evidence suggesting that pain can modulate affective processing as well (31), we hypothesized that we would detect interactive effects of thermal stimulation and affective pictures on the startle reflex.

TABLE 2
Descriptive statistics of startle reflex latency and amplitude for each side of thermal stimulation and temperature condition in experiment 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Warmth</th>
<th>Heat</th>
<th>Pain</th>
<th>Warmth</th>
<th>Heat</th>
<th>Pain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latency, ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>57.77</td>
<td>55.10</td>
<td>57.08</td>
<td>57.85</td>
<td>58.03</td>
<td>57.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>8.45</td>
<td>11.43</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>10.72</td>
<td>12.13</td>
<td>7.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude, µV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>17.54</td>
<td>23.30</td>
<td>20.27</td>
<td>21.48</td>
<td>24.00</td>
<td>21.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>16.56</td>
<td>20.94</td>
<td>17.40</td>
<td>13.71</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>15.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To investigate the hypothesized interaction effects, we presented affective pictures taken from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) (32) during temperature stimulation (Figure 1). We combined the three categories of affective pictures (negative, neutral and positive) with the three temperature conditions (warmth, heat and pain) established in experiment 1 in a factorial design. The ‘warmth’ condition with low levels of emotional valence served as a kind of neutral control condition to assess more selectively the emotional impact elicited by the affective pictures. Similarly, neutral pictures provided a neutral control condition to assess more selectively the emotional impact of thermal stimulation.

**EXPERIMENT 2: METHODS**

**Subjects**
Forty participants (20 male, 20 female; mean [± SD] age 23.7±4.44 years), recruited at the University of Bamberg, participated in the study. Exclusion and inclusion criteria, and procedures before the test session (eg, written informed consent) as well as reimbursement were equivalent to those in experiment 1.

**Procedure**
In experiment 2, all testing was conducted in the morning (08:00 to 12:00) and lasted for approximately 2.5 h. The testing procedure was similar to that in experiment 1. In addition, affective pictures were shown on a computer screen positioned in front of the participant (Figure 1).

To assess potentially additive effects of painful thermal stimulation and affective pictures, three picture valences (positive, negative and neutral) were combined with three levels of temperature intensity (warmth, heat and pain), resulting in nine experimental trials, each lasting for 6.5 min. These nine experimental trials were: warmth/neutral pictures, warmth/positive pictures, warmth/negative pictures, heat/neutral pictures, heat/positive pictures, heat/negative pictures, pain/neutral pictures, pain/positive pictures and pain/negative pictures. Because the condition ‘warmth’ was associated with very low unpleasantness ratings in experiment 1, this condition was considered to be suitable to serve as neutral control condition for the pure picture effects. The same was true for the trials in which neutral pictures were shown; they served as control for the pure thermal effects.

During each trial, six pictures belonging to the same affective category were shown (Figure 1). Each picture was presented for 55 s, followed by a 10 s rating period. The full cycle lasted 65 s and was repeated six times. Sequence of experimental trials was randomized across subjects.

**Thermal stimulation:** For thermal stimulation, the same device and stimulation protocol as in experiment 1 was used. The only difference was that the sequence of stimulated body sites was reversed; the experiments were first conducted on the right thigh and then changed to the left thigh (Figure 1). Thermode position was changed after each experimental trial to avoid sensitization.

**Picture presentation:** Affective pictures were preselected from the IAPS (32) on the basis of average valence and arousal ratings displayed in the manual. Pictures with moderate affective intensity were chosen to match the likewise moderate unpleasantness of the applied painful stimuli. Accordingly, the range of valence ratings for the affective categories were defined as follows: negative pictures ranging from 2.3 to 3.3, neutral pictures ranging from 4.3 to 5.0 and positive pictures ranging from 6.0 to 7.0. Arousal ratings for positive and negative pictures were required to be approximately equal and ranged from 4.6 to 6.0 to exclude possible confounding effects by picture-induced arousal. This selection procedure resulted in 75 pictures (25 for each valence category), which were rated in a pretest by 10 student participants using a computerized version of the Self-Assessment Manikin (33). Because all average ratings reported in the IAPS manual were obtained in the United States, it was decided to run this pretest to make sure that the picture selection was suitable for use in German undergraduates.

**Startle reflex:** To test whether independent or interactive effects of ‘temperature condition’ and ‘picture valence’ on startle reflex latency and amplitude would occur (see “Experiment 2: Introduction” above, and Figure 3), 3 (‘temperature condition’: ‘pain’, ‘heat’, ‘warmth’) × 3 (‘picture valence’: ‘negative’, ‘positive’, ‘neutral’) repeated measurement ANOVAs were conducted. Because ‘body side’ did not yield a significant main effect on startle in experiment 1, this within-subject factor was eliminated in the present analysis to maximize statistical power.

**Subjective unpleasantness ratings:** To evaluate effects of ‘temperature condition’ and ‘picture valence’ on subjective unpleasantness ratings (temperature, tones and pictures), 3 (‘temperature condition’: ‘pain’, ‘heat’, ‘warmth’) × 3 (‘picture valence’: ‘negative’, ‘positive’, ‘neutral’) repeated measurement ANOVAs were conducted.

**Subjective ratings:** As in experiment 1, there were rating periods of 10 s following the 55 s of assessing startle responses. These cycles of 65 s were repeated six times. In addition to rating the unpleasantness of temperature and startle tones, participants now also had to rate the unpleasantness of the pictures, thus resulting in three 11-point computerized numerical rating scales (0 = not unpleasant at all; 10 = extremely unpleasant).

**EMG recording and analysis:** EMG recording and analysis was conducted identically to the procedure in experiment 1 except for the detrending procedure, which was not necessary because the order of conditions was now randomized across subjects and thus potential order effects could be excluded.

**Statistics:**

**Subjective unpleasantness ratings:** To evaluate effects of ‘temperature condition’ and ‘picture valence’ on subjective unpleasantness ratings (temperature, tones and pictures), 3 (‘temperature condition’: ‘pain’, ‘heat’, ‘warmth’) × 3 (‘picture valence’: ‘negative’, ‘positive’, ‘neutral’) repeated measurement ANOVAs were conducted.

**Startle reflex:** To test whether independent or interactive effects of ‘temperature condition’ and ‘picture valence’ on startle reflex latency and amplitude would occur (see “Experiment 2: Introduction” above, and Figure 3), 3 (‘temperature condition’: ‘pain’, ‘heat’, ‘warmth’) × 3 (‘picture valence’: ‘negative’, ‘positive’, ‘neutral’) repeated measurement ANOVAs were conducted. Because ‘body side’ did not yield a significant main effect on startle in experiment 1, this within-subject factor was eliminated in the present analysis to maximize statistical power.

Guided by the results of the pretest, 54 pictures (18 for each category) (Appendix 1) with average ratings closest to the predefined ranges were selected for the main experiment and were randomized in sequence within the three affective categories.

**Startle probes:** Startle probes (50 ms bursts of white noise, 105 db) were applied in exactly the same way as in experiment 1 (Figure 1).

**Subjective ratings:** As in experiment 1, there were rating periods of 10 s following the 55 s of assessing startle responses. These cycles of 65 s were repeated six times. In addition to rating the unpleasantness of temperature and startle tones, participants now also had to rate the unpleasantness of the pictures, thus resulting in three 11-point computerized numerical rating scales (0 = not unpleasant at all; 10 = extremely unpleasant).

**EMG recording and analysis:** EMG recording and analysis was conducted identically to the procedure in experiment 1 except for the detrending procedure, which was not necessary because the order of conditions was now randomized across subjects and thus potential order effects could be excluded.

**Statistics:**

**Subjective unpleasantness ratings:** To evaluate effects of ‘temperature condition’ and ‘picture valence’ on subjective unpleasantness ratings (temperature, tones and pictures), 3 (‘temperature condition’: ‘pain’, ‘heat’, ‘warmth’) × 3 (‘picture valence’: ‘negative’, ‘positive’, ‘neutral’) repeated measurement ANOVAs were conducted.

**Startle reflex:** To test whether independent or interactive effects of ‘temperature condition’ and ‘picture valence’ on startle reflex latency and amplitude would occur (see “Experiment 2: Introduction” above, and Figure 3), 3 (‘temperature condition’: ‘pain’, ‘heat’, ‘warmth’) × 3 (‘picture valence’: ‘negative’, ‘positive’, ‘neutral’) repeated measurement ANOVAs were conducted. Because ‘body side’ did not yield a significant main effect on startle in experiment 1, this within-subject factor was eliminated in the present analysis to maximize statistical power.

**Subjective ratings:** As in experiment 1, there were rating periods of 10 s following the 55 s of assessing startle responses. These cycles of 65 s were repeated six times. In addition to rating the unpleasantness of temperature and startle tones, participants now also had to rate the unpleasantness of the pictures, thus resulting in three 11-point computerized numerical rating scales (0 = not unpleasant at all; 10 = extremely unpleasant).

**EMG recording and analysis:** EMG recording and analysis was conducted identically to the procedure in experiment 1 except for the detrending procedure, which was not necessary because the order of conditions was now randomized across subjects and thus potential order effects could be excluded.

**Statistics:**

**Subjective unpleasantness ratings:** To evaluate effects of ‘temperature condition’ and ‘picture valence’ on subjective unpleasantness ratings (temperature, tones and pictures), 3 (‘temperature condition’: ‘pain’, ‘heat’, ‘warmth’) × 3 (‘picture valence’: ‘negative’, ‘positive’, ‘neutral’) repeated measurement ANOVAs were conducted.

**Startle reflex:** To test whether independent or interactive effects of ‘temperature condition’ and ‘picture valence’ on startle reflex latency and amplitude would occur (see “Experiment 2: Introduction” above, and Figure 3), 3 (‘temperature condition’: ‘pain’, ‘heat’, ‘warmth’) × 3 (‘picture valence’: ‘negative’, ‘positive’, ‘neutral’) repeated measurement ANOVAs were conducted. Because ‘body side’ did not yield a significant main effect on startle in experiment 1, this within-subject factor was eliminated in the present analysis to maximize statistical power.

**Subjective ratings:** As in experiment 1, there were rating periods of 10 s following the 55 s of assessing startle responses. These cycles of 65 s were repeated six times. In addition to rating the unpleasantness of temperature and startle tones, participants now also had to rate the unpleasantness of the pictures, thus resulting in three 11-point computerized numerical rating scales (0 = not unpleasant at all; 10 = extremely unpleasant).

**EMG recording and analysis:** EMG recording and analysis was conducted identically to the procedure in experiment 1 except for the detrending procedure, which was not necessary because the order of conditions was now randomized across subjects and thus potential order effects could be excluded.

**Statistics:**

**Subjective unpleasantness ratings:** To evaluate effects of ‘temperature condition’ and ‘picture valence’ on subjective unpleasantness ratings (temperature, tones and pictures), 3 (‘temperature condition’: ‘pain’, ‘heat’, ‘warmth’) × 3 (‘picture valence’: ‘negative’, ‘positive’, ‘neutral’) repeated measurement ANOVAs were conducted.

**Startle reflex:** To test whether independent or interactive effects of ‘temperature condition’ and ‘picture valence’ on startle reflex latency and amplitude would occur (see “Experiment 2: Introduction” above, and Figure 3), 3 (‘temperature condition’: ‘pain’, ‘heat’, ‘warmth’) × 3 (‘picture valence’: ‘negative’, ‘positive’, ‘neutral’) repeated measurement ANOVAs were conducted. Because ‘body side’ did not yield a significant main effect on startle in experiment 1, this within-subject factor was eliminated in the present analysis to maximize statistical power.
TABLE 3
Results of repeated measurement ANOVAs for the effects of temperature and picture valence on subjective ratings and startle reflex measures in experiment 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effects of independent variables on temperature ratings</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>η²</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.42</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture valence</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature*picture valence</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effects of independent variables on picture ratings</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>η²</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture valence</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature*picture valence</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19.16</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effects of independent variables on tone ratings</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>η²</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture valence</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature*picture valence</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effects of independent variables on startle reflex latency</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>η²</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture valence</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature*picture valence</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effects of independent variables on startle reflex amplitude</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>η²</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture valence</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature*picture valence</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance set at P<0.05

Adjusting degrees of freedom with Greenhouse-Geisser correction was necessary when sphericity could not be observed. In case of significant results, post hoc tests (paired samples t tests) were computed. For F tests, partial eta squared (η²) i s reported as an estimate of effect size. In the case of t tests, Cohen's d is reported. SPSS version 14.0 (IBM Corporation, USA) was used for all calculations; significant effects were assumed at α=0.05.

EXPERIMENT 2: RESULTS
Subjective unpleasantness ratings

Temperature ratings: The ANOVA yielded a highly significant main effect of ‘temperature condition’ (Table 3). As in experiment 1, subjects rated the painful stimulation as quite unpleasant (mean ± SD: 5.76±2.59), followed by ‘heat’ (3.88±2.13) and ‘warmth’ (2.94±2.16). The ‘pain’ condition was rated significantly more unpleasant than the ‘heat’ (t[39]=8.02, P<0.001, d=1.16) and ‘warmth’ (t[39]=9.73, P<0.001, d=1.66) conditions; similarly, the ‘heat’ condition was rated as more unpleasant than the ‘warmth’ condition (t[39]=6.66, P<0.001, d=0.68).

There was no significant main effect for ‘picture valence’ on the temperature ratings, but there was a significant interaction between ‘temperature condition’ and ‘picture valence’ (Table 3). For the ‘warmth’ condition, temperature was rated as more unpleasant while viewing negative pictures than while viewing positive (t[39]=2.43, P=0.020, d=0.39) and neutral (t[39]=2.05, P=0.047, d=0.36) pictures; in contrast, picture valence did not influence temperature ratings for the conditions of ‘pain’ and ‘heat’ (all P>0.05).

Picture unpleasantness ratings: For the picture ratings, the ANOVA yielded a highly significant main effect for ‘picture valence’ (Table 4). As intended, negative pictures (6.15±2.43) were rated as significantly more unpleasant than neutral (1.67±1.93) and positive (1.39±1.87) pictures (negative – neutral: t[39]=14.74, P<0.001, d=2.82; negative – positive: t[39]=16.08, P<0.001, d=3.29). Positive and neutral pictures did not differ significantly in their unpleasantness ratings (t[39]=1.98, P=0.055, d=0.22).

However, these ratings were not affected by the different temperatures, because neither a significant main effect nor a significant interaction was found between temperatures and picture valence on picture ratings (all P>0.05).

Tone unpleasantness ratings: For the tone unpleasantness ratings, the ANOVA yielded significant main effects of ‘temperature’ and ‘picture valence’ (Table 3). Thus, the subjective evaluation of startle tone unpleasantness was modulated by affective picture content and temperature intensity. Startle tones were rated as more unpleasant while viewing negative pictures and under painful heat, respectively. However, interactive effects of ‘temperature condition’ and ‘picture valence’ were not detected on tone ratings.

Summary: Overall, the results obtained from the subjective unpleasantness ratings proved that painful heat stimulation as well as negative pictures elicited moderate to high unpleasantness ratings. Furthermore, both experimental influences were able to modulate the unpleasantness experience for a third variable, namely, the unpleasantness of loud tones.

Startle reflex

Startle reflex latency: With regard to the latency of startle reflexes, the ANOVA yielded no significant effects (all P>0.05; Table 3). Descriptive statistics of startle reflex latency are displayed in Table 4.

Startle reflex amplitude: Considering the amplitude of startle reflexes as dependent variable, significant main effects for ‘temperature’ and ‘picture valence’ as well as a significant interaction between these two factors were found. To enhance the readability of the findings, these effects are described separately and in detail below.

Main effect ‘temperature’: Temperature had a significant main effect on the amplitude of startle reflex (Table 3). As can be seen in Table 4, startle reflex amplitude was highest under the condition of ‘heat’, followed by ‘pain’ and ‘warmth’. Post hoc comparisons using paired samples t tests showed that amplitude was significantly higher for ‘heat’ than for ‘pain’ (t[39]=2.06, P=0.046, d=0.08) and significantly higher for ‘heat’ than for ‘warmth’ (t[39]=2.89, P=0.006, d=0.11). The comparison between ‘pain’ and ‘warmth’ did not reach significance.

Main effect ‘picture valence’: ‘Picture valence’ had a significant main effect on the amplitude of startle reflex (Table 3). As intended, negative pictures (5.76±2.59) were rated as significantly more unpleasant than the ‘warmth’ condition (t[39]=6.66, P<0.001, d=0.68).

Interaction effects: Significant interaction effects between ‘temperature condition’ and ‘picture valence’ were not detected on startle reflex amplitude (all P>0.05).

TABLE 4
Descriptive statistics of startle reflex latency and amplitude for each experimental condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Warmth</th>
<th>Heat</th>
<th>Pain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latency, ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>62.81</td>
<td>62.17</td>
<td>61.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>63.55</td>
<td>63.08</td>
<td>63.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude, µV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>6.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>7.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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‘temperature’ and ‘picture valence’ were found on the amplitude of the startle reflex (Table 3 and Figure 4B). For clarity, these interaction effects (post hoc tests) are described once (a) by focussing on how the effect of ‘temperature’ on the amplitude of the startle reflex is changed depending on the ‘picture valence’; and once (b) by focussing on how the effect of ‘picture valence’ on the amplitude of the startle reflex is changed depending on ‘temperature’.

(a) During the presentation of neutral pictures, startle reflex amplitude was significantly higher for ‘warmth’ than for ‘pain’ \((t[39]=3.193; P=0.003, d=0.19)\). During the presentation of positive pictures, amplitude was higher for ‘heat’ than for ‘warmth’ \((t[38]=4.423; P=0.001, d=0.42)\) and higher for ‘pain’ than for ‘warmth’ \((t[37]=2.708; P=0.010, d=0.33)\). There were no significant differences between thermal conditions during the presentation of negative pictures (all \(P>0.05\)).

(b) Startle reflex amplitude proved to be significantly higher for positive compared with neutral and negative pictures under the conditions of ‘pain’ (positive – negative: \(t[38]=2.45, P=0.019, d=0.23\); positive – neutral: \(t[38]=2.82, P=0.008, d=0.23\) and ‘heat’ (positive – negative: \(t[38]=3.76, P=0.001, d=0.24\); positive – neutral: \(t[38]=2.89, P=0.006, d=0.17\)). However, this effect was contrary under the condition of ‘warmth’. Here, reflex amplitude was significantly higher for neutral compared to negative \((t[39]=3.19; P=0.003, d=0.12)\) as well as positive pictures \((t[38]=2.866; P=0.007, d=0.30)\); additionally, it was higher for negative compared to positive pictures \((t[38]=2.720; P=0.010, d=0.20)\).

Three findings warrant special emphasis.

1. As in experiment 1, the startle reflex amplitude appeared to be highest under the condition ‘heat’ and not under the condition ‘pain’.
2. In contrast, the ratings suggested the reverse order; in other words, more unpleasantness associated with painful stimulation.
3. Under the condition ‘warmth’, which likely had the lowest impact on the valence effects of the pictures, startle reflex amplitude was modulated as previously seen by negative and positive pictures, whereas the neutral pictures produced an unusual amplitude enhancement.

**DISCUSSION**

We investigated startle reflex modulation by thermal stimulation, which was applied alone (experiment 1) to explore the pure effect of temperature, and then applied concurrently with affective picture presentation (experiment 2) to detect potential interactive effects of these two modalities.

Neither study showed a potentiating effect of tonic heat pain on the startle reflex, although the noxious stimulation was rated as quite unpleasant by the participants. Because startle modulation can be regarded as an objective measure of affective responding (19-21), our results suggest that it is in fact possible to develop a ‘safe’ noxious stimulation, which is rated as clearly unpleasant – if such ratings from the subjects are required – but lacks physiological indication of negative affect.

Previous findings suggest that the degree of affective pain processing evoked by experimental pain stimuli is highly dependent on situational characteristics such as the perceived threat value associated with pain. A high degree of affective pain processing can be elicited by manipulations relating to anxiety, such as applying stimuli that are not predictable to the subjects (12-14) or by providing threatening instructions (15,16). Accordingly, affective pain responses decrease when the painful experience gets more predictable, possibly mediated by decreased anxiety compared with the levels elicited by unpredictable painful stimuli (34). Considering this evidence, we hypothesized that in a ‘safe’ (predictable and controllable) experimental situation, the affective component of pain may be reduced to a degree to which it is no longer detectable. To investigate this assumption, we created a ‘safe’ pain stimulation paradigm by applying tonic heat stimulation of known intensity and course with easy access to control, and measured the startle reflex during this thermal stimulation. The startle reflex was selected as an indicator of affective processing for two reasons: first, emotional startle modulation (ie, potentiation of the startle amplitude by negative affective content) is a very robust finding obtained in many laboratories (35), and second, subjective ratings of pain unpleasantness are known to be prone to response bias (17,18) and are therefore not suitable for investigating the presence or absence of affective processing.

In fact, we did not obtain any startle potentiation during painful versus nonpainful stimulation in either experiment, whereas subjects rated the painful stimulation as rather high in unpleasantness and clearly more unpleasant than nonpainful stimulation. The divergence between startle modulation (as an objective measure of affective responding) and subjective ratings is probably due to the fact that simply by instructing subjects to rate their subjective unpleasantness, they feel inclined to provide higher ratings for the pain condition, thus confusing pain intensity with pain unpleasantness, which has been shown to occur in previous studies (17,18).

Our finding of no startle potentiation during painful thermal stimulation is in conflict with the results obtained by Crombez et al (21), who succeeded in detecting startle potentiation during high intensity (47°C, 49°C) compared with low intensity (43°C, 45°C) radiant heat pulses. However, in contrast to our studies, the duration of stimuli applied by these authors was very short (5 s); in addition, stimuli of different intensities were presented in random order, which prevented the predictability of painfulness of the impending sensations. Taken together, these stimulus characteristics probably rendered the stimulation paradigm less ‘safe’ than our tonic heat stimulation, which was quite predictable with respect to course and intensity. Taken together, these results suggest that the startle reflex is potentiated by noxious stimulation only if applying painful stimuli in a rather unpredictable manner, but not if applying tonic stimulation of predictable intensity with easy access to control, thus corroborating our assumption that pain can be made ‘unemotional’ by implementing safety.

However, our findings do not conclusively prove that our painful stimulation was indeed ‘unemotional’, ie, lacking an affective component. An alternative explanation for the lack of startle potentiation by painful heat may be that noxious stimulation evoked negative affect, but also led to the activation of counter-regulatory processes. It is well-established that tonic pain is able to trigger inhibitory processes that lead to a suppression of concurrently applied phasic pain stimuli (‘pain inhibits pain’; 36). This effect is known under the term of conditioned pain modulation (CPM; 37), formerly labelled as descending noxious inhibitory controls. Because CPM was reliably elicited in our laboratory using the same paradigm, namely, tonic contact heat stimulation (38-40), it is very likely that inhibitory processes were also activated in the present study. If so, a pain-induced inhibitory process may have counteracted the potentiation of the startle reflex triggered by the negative emotional valence of pain. A necessary premise of this assumption would be that CPM can not only inhibit pain, but also the unpleasantness of loud tones, which has not yet been investigated. However, there is evidence that CPM also exerts inhibitory effects on subjectively nonpainful heat stimuli (39), indicating that this effect is not necessarily limited to pain. The involvement of both excitatory and inhibitory processes may also explain our surprising finding that ‘heat’ led to a small but significant startle potentiation in comparison to ‘warmth’ and ‘pain’; at a nonpainful level, heat stimulation may not be sufficiently intense to trigger already inhibitory processes, which may lead to a dominance of excitatory processes and thus to startle potentiation, while at a painful level, inhibitory processes even out the effect of excitatory processes, so that no startle potentiation can be observed.

However, this account is not without alternatives for two reasons. First, subjective ratings indicated that the perception of loud tones was not attenuated by painful stimulation on a subjective level; in
contrast, tone unpleasantness ratings were highest in the pain condition, indicating that the tonic pain even amplified the perceived unpleasantness of startle tones.

Second, CPM is believed to be controlled by a specific neural circuit, which is far from being identical to that mainly involved in startle reflex modulation. CPM probably exerts inhibitory effects on convergent neurones in the dorsal horn via a spino-bulbo-spinal loop; considerable evidence indicates that the subnucleus reticularis dorsalis in the brainstem is of critical importance for this process (41). In contrast, the startle reflex is regulated by the nucleus reticularis pontis caudalis, which receives input from cochlear root neurones and projects to motoneurones in the facial motor nucleus, which in turn elicit the motor response (eg, blinking). Affective states modulate the startle reflex via projections from the amygdala and the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis on the nucleus reticularis pontis caudalis (25,42). From this physiological point of view, it appears rather unlikely that the startle reflex was altered by CPM.

We conducted experiment 2 because we were interested in the interaction between the affective component of pain and positive and negative emotions induced by picture viewing in startle reflex modulation. For this purpose, we used the concurrent presentation of affective pictures and thermal stimulation to explore whether we would detect independent or interactive effects of these two stimulus modalities on the startle reflex (see “Experiment 2: Introduction” above, and Figure 3). As expected, we found unique effects (as in experiment 1, startle reflex amplitude was the highest under the ‘heat’ condition [main effect temperature] and overall positive pictures elicited highest amplitude values [main effect picture]) as well as interactive effects (indicated by a significant interaction) of affective pictures and thermal stimulation on the startle reflex amplitude. Given that the interaction effects were of most interest, these will be discussed in more detail below.

The interaction between affective pictures and thermal stimulation displayed a rather complex interplay between these two modalities. Affective pictures exerted different effects on the startle reflex depending on ‘temperature condition’. During the condition of ‘warmth’, which served as a neutral control condition for selectively assessing the impact of affective pictures, our findings are mostly in agreement with previous studies (22-25), namely, that startle amplitude is higher for negative compared with positive pictures (the only unusual result was an amplitude enhancement during neutral in comparison with negative pictures). Interestingly, this pattern changed during ‘pain’ and ‘heat’ conditions. Here, startle amplitude was highest for positive pictures. These results indicate that intense tonic heat stimulation may even change the emotional valence of concurrently presented pictures, shifting positive valence to the negative pole. Godinho et al (31) already observed that painful electrical stimuli led to changes in brain activation in response to positive pictures, by rendering them less pleasant. This is particularly interesting because we also mainly detected effects for positive pictures, while the startle amplitude obtained during negative pictures remained unchanged by temperature conditions. An alternative account might be provided by theories of attentional interference. It is known that individuals show a slowing of reaction time in response to a target stimulus if they were previously primed with a stimulus that is affectively incongruent to the target; this is probably due to more attentional interference caused by an incongruent prime (43). Maybe pain – which is a potent distractor in itself (44) – led to more attentional interference when priming a positive (and thus incongruent) stimulus, thus disengaging the attentional focus from the affective pictures. The dampening of attention for the positive pictures or even the incongruence itself may have led to the failure of finding the usual reduction of startle amplitude. However, both of these explanations are mere speculation and further clarification is required in future research.

As for subjective ratings of the different temperatures, we found a significant interaction that partly showed similar interactive pattern. Mirroring the findings for the reflex amplitude, subjective temperature ratings of the ‘warmth’ intensity also changed depending on the picture valence, with highest ratings during negative pictures compared with viewing positive or neutral pictures. During ‘heat’ and ‘pain’ conditions, temperature ratings remained unaffected by the type of pictures presented.

In contrast, thermal stimulation exerted different effects on the startle reflex depending on ‘picture valence’. Interestingly, startle amplitude was higher during ‘pain’ compared with the ‘warmth’ condition only when viewing positive pictures, whereas opposite effects were found while viewing neutral pictures (see “Startle reflex amplitude” above). Even more surprisingly, however, was that the different intensities of the thermal stimulation did not change startle amplitude while viewing negative pictures. It is possible that the negative pictures were so negatively arousing that attention shifted away from the thermal stimulation (thus rendering temperature to be irrelevant).

Similar effects have already been observed for highly arousing positive pictures, namely erotic pictures (45). As for subjective ratings of the pictures, these were not affected by the different temperatures intensities.

Taken together, our results suggest a complex both-way interaction of thermal stimulation and affective pictures on the startle reflex. Therefore, temperature and picture effects are not independent, which also means that thermal stimulation – even if unemotional in itself – exerts effects on emotional processing. This may be due to direct effects of emotional blending or to distraction or to other unknown factors.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Although we were able to show high reliability of our findings by replicating the results of experiment 1 in experiment 2, there are some methodological issues that are worth addressing.

First, because our aim was to develop a ‘safe’ pain condition of high intensity (to ensure that a lack of emotional responding would not have been trivial), we did not vary the degree of threat associated with experimental pain at this stage of our research. As differences in ‘threatfulness’ rather than in painfulness might explain the differences in results between our study and the study of Crombez et al (21), these two factors should be manipulated independently from each other in the future.

Second, our paradigm used for the presentation of affective pictures in experiment 2 was unusual in comparison to other startle reflex studies. Most researchers investigating affective startle modulation use presentation times of 6 s per picture and present the pictures randomized across valence categories. In contrast, we presented each picture for nearly 60 s to match the tonic nature of thermal stimulation and pictures of the same valence category were clustered in blocks of six. Accordingly, the level of novelty of affective stimulation was lower and, thus, presumably the level of arousal, which might have attenuated the modulating effect of affective pictures on startle.

Third, we selected affective pictures, which did not score very high in valence and arousal ratings, to match the presumed affective impact of our thermal stimulation. However, several authors found that modulating effects on startle reflex are strongest when presenting high arousing pictures (ranging around 7.0 compared with 5.0 in our study) and sometimes even failed to occur when presenting pictures that are not as arousing (46-48).

Fourth, we did not assess individual differences in trait anxiety, which might be relevant for explaining some variability in startle responses; we plan to include such anxiety measures in our future research.

CONCLUSIONS
Our two experiments showed no potentiation of the startle reflex by tonic heat pain stimulation. Therefore, our results indicate that it is possible to develop a ‘safe’ noxious stimulation (of known intensity and course with easy access to control), which is rated as clearly unpleasant, but lacks physiological indication of negative affect. In other words, pain is not necessarily associated with an unpleasant...
component although already the pain definition by the International Association for the Study of Pain suggests a different story (49). In line with preliminary research, we propose that situational demand characteristics affecting the perception of threat, which can be independent from the intensity of nociceptive stimulation, play a major role in the activation of affective pain processing.

APPENDIX 1: The IAPS identification numbers were as follows: Positive pictures: 1640, 1720, 4180, 4255, 4533, 4601, 4609, 4617, 4645, 4653, 7220, 7289, 7400, 8021, 8041, 8220, 8371; Negative pictures: 1274, 2710, 3017, 3160, 3181, 3220, 6200, 6244, 6571, 7359, 8230, 9426, 9429, 9520, 9530, 9621, 9911, 9925; Neutral pictures: 2104, 2440, 7000, 7124, 7200, 7100, 7202, 7206, 710, 7205, 7231, 7336, 7350, 7555, 7150, 7224, 7390, 7595, 7705.
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